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The Oracle Express CPQ Cloud Learning Subscription is a complete learning subscription designed for administrators and
implementers. It also provides developers with a functional understanding of the application when there is a need to build
complementary functionality around the boundaries of the application. This subscription features training videos that provide
overviews, administrator walkthroughs and demonstrations to help you get up and running quickly with your Oracle Express CPQ
Cloud application. Learn how to leverage your application to select the right products and price them accurately, create proposals
instantly, and streamline renewals. This all digital offering is available 24/7, and it will be updated for new features, so now you
have access to the latest product information.

Skills Gained
Get started using your Oracle Express CPQ Cloud Application
Set-up your solution using best practices
Leverage guided selling and product configuration to accelerate the quoting process so that you can quickly create and send
accurate quotes
Create and manage pricing rules, including account specific pricing, volume and tiered pricing, associated product pricing,
and custom pricing
Quote recurring products including subscriptions, licenses, and maintenance fees
Generate professional, accurate and consistently branded proposals and contracts, and send them to customers
Dramatically reduce the time to create a renewal quote

Who Can Benefit
Administrators
Implementers
Developers

Course Details
Features
This Oracle Learning Subscription includes new features that enhance your training experience:
Access high definition training videos delivered by Oracle experts for 12 months
Learn by job role
Assess your knowledge through skills checks

Practice with hands on labs
Connect with Oracle through live training events from within your learning subscription
Get answers to your questions from Oracle instructors
Stay up-to-date on the new features with each product release
Track your learning progress through dashboards
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